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Dance
Dance is with me from my birth.         
I have been dancing all my life. 

Every day I develop this passion 
and put as much emotion and 

strength into it as possible. Dancing 
can show what I feel and what 

mood I am in. While dancing, I am 
not afraid to express my feelings 
and this is a passion that I devote 

one hundred percent to.



Singing
I have only been interesed in 

singing for three or four years. 

However, this does not prevent 

me from learning the history 

and theory of  singing. I sing to 

pass the time, but I also do it for 

fun.



Boxing
Boxing has recently appeared in my 

life but I have become involved in 

this sport. I mostly train with my 

dad. Through boxing, I can vent 

my emotions. 



Movies and series

I watch movies and series when I 

have some more free time. I mostly 

watch fantasy, horror and thrillers. I 

also watch psychological and 

adventure films. I don’t like the 

romantic genre.

My favorite movies and series watched so far

Teen Wolf

Series:

Orphan Black

School for the elite

Movies:

Harry Potter 

Don’t breathe

Down to the bone



Volleyball and football

My favourite games are volleyball 

and football. I play volleyball in the 

garden or on holiday. To play 

football, I usually go to my cousin's 

house or go out with my friends to 

the field. These are activities that 

give me pleasure.



Writing
Writing a story is like breaking away 

from reality. It helps to de-stress 

and delve into the world of  

imagination. I have been writing for 

a year and every now and then I 

have dozens of  ideas! I spend my 

free evenings and sometimes even 

nights describing situations in the 

life of  my fictional characters and I 

do not regret it at all.



The End
Hope you enjoyed my presentation and thank you 

for watching.
’’Passion gives happiness, passion is our 

strength, passion is our direction”-Maya Socha


